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About This Game

100 tricky levels to solve “One Hundred Ways” to achieve it!

The goal - make the ball reach its goal. Sounds simple - but it's not! To solve the levels, there are you will need to use some of
the tools available to you. Sometimes you are going to need to think outside the box to overcome that really tricky obstacle. In

December 2015 the game got a 15 level upgrade for more fun!

Features

100 levels for maximum fun & challenging gaming

Plus 15 level for more fun, released in December 2015

10 tutorial levels

Modern interface

Over 30 tools that make it either more difficult or easier for the ball to reach its goal

Great difficult progression

Real time 3D-Isometric view
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This game is captivating, to the say the least. I played through all of it in one sitting, enraptured by it. The artwork is
incredible--it truly spares no expense in creating the atmosphere. As far as the story, its compelling, heartbreaking, lonely,
lovely, and filled with excitement. I love action games but games like this remind me that as a medium, gaming can express
philosophical ideas, play with types of story telling, and make the world around come alive. I feel strongly for these characters,
the AI, especially, which I find as a feat. Although games like Soma and Portal have played around with similar settings and
AIs, they had a lense of existential terror. The terror in this game is self-induced. You can either think deeply on the premise
and its consequences or you can just enjoy it at its core as a beautiful story about connection. There is a certain romantic tint to
everything, not just in terms of human romance, but in romantic story telling. 10/10 would recommend to anyone who loves
interactive stories, puzzles, and romance.. It is beast mode get it \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 free!!!!. Maintain your own car
factory. Develop, build, sell ... Have a potential!
Thumb up.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gu1ReteoqS8. More people should play this masterpiece!. Best wildlife park simulator ever.
I r8 this 8/3 would simulate wildlife again.. I don't know why people do this...if you are releasing the game for pc, the minimum
that you need to do is have 1080 res.

I can't possibly recomend this for pc when i can't even play it at full screen without blow up pixels.
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Still have a few bugs going on, but I'm glad the developer is willing to fix it asap. It's a really great game if you like managing
restaurants. Can't wait for more updates. Also, small suggestion, you have a policy regarding toilet cleanliness but toilets are not
even implemented in the game. Maybe have toilets installed?. Well I never thought controling a dog toy would be so well
relaxing? Anyways, you will fail the challenges a lot (which in all honesty I never thought I would have fun with that), that is
until you can easily manuever the ball around and time the jumps perfectly! The music is smoothing and and the artwork is
stunning! For price of $2 it's a good one to pick up if you're on a low steam card budget.. not worth it. This is a great game that
really captures the feel of baseball. I can't think of a better endorsement. I look forward to updates that include stats and
eventually additional pitchers\/batters\/support characters. I'm considering buying this for iOS so I can play more. Starting
pickup games is a little awkward but still works great.. Controls are slow and inaccurate. Feels like a bad port of a free flash
game. Options don't save, some sounds\/music are way too loud. Enemies spawn behind you so it's easy to get into no-win
situations. Not a fun time and not worth it even at its low price.. I only have a half hour on record, so my review could change at
some point.

As the game currently stands, I rather enjoy it. It's a good experiance and certainly does live up to the standard of being a
'DOOM-Clone.' It is very much a well crafted game, as within the first 15 seconds of playing I was enthralled with how
everything worked. It has that good, instant feel of stable playabilty that is somewhat lost on other games of the same type.

The locked controls of only being able to aim left to right gives the game a good feel. The speed of your character is nice. The
sprint function is a good way to get out of a mob of enemies and it exausts at a decent rate.

The Curse/Blessing system is interesting, though some of them will show up quite often between runs. Combinations of curses
and blessings will alter how you play the game.

There certainly does seem to be alot of effort put into the game. The animations are sound, the controls are quite intuitive [Shift
to run, space to jump, mouse 1 to fire weapon, scroll wheel/number keys to select weapons, mouse 2 to melee] and the enemy
cast is quite diverse. The destruction of the walls and obsticals in the game is quite fun, and a bit of a suprise to me when I first
saw it happen.

'Death' appearing towards the end of the maps is quite a stress, as i've had many runs where the entity was right on my heels
while I had to get another few kills before the stages' doors unlocked.

I purcheased the game while it was on sale for 2.50 USD.
I believe that is a fair price for what is offered; the ten dollar amount might of been a deal breaker for me had it not been on
sale.

I'm not the biggest fan of Rouge-Like games, however; I get rather distracted if I have no actual goal to press towards, so I
eventually quit out of the game after a run. I'd certainly like a kind of 'story mode' of some sort, although I have no idea what
that would look like or entail.

The one downside I have with the game is that every pickup that i've run across costs 300 Pounds. An UZI is 300, a Crossbow is
300, a Kalashnikov costs 300. I'm not sure if the cost reflects the actual value of the weapons. A kind of 'armoury' where you
could see the stats of weaponry as you pick them up would be a nice feature to see on the main screen.

Overall, a good 8/10. This game needs to be taken off the market. I bought it cause I really enjoyed this cod more than the rest.
After playing on it for months getting to like lvl 10 prestige someone my stats all got reset i started back at lvl 1 0 prestige and
all my custom classes were still the same. I had guns you cant get at lvl 1 i tried changing my custom classes but when I do it
says downloading game settings fetching stats and it resets my class to the way it was when the glitch happened. I have since
tried uninstalling deleting all files reinstalling, I've tried validating files everything I could think of and it wont change anything.
Waste of money. DON'T BUY!. For an e.a game, it's quite polished. While the jumping and sprinting can be a bit wonky,
overall I aprove.
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